
Cyber security incidents cost Australian 
businesses $29 billion per year - in direct 
costs alone - according to a recent study 
commissioned by Microsoft.

ASSESS YOUR CYBER SECURITY EXPOSURE
 
Find security holes in your organisation - and enact a plan to lock them up. Use TMC’s 
Cyber Security portal to assess security risks across your whole business. Drill down 
into the particular risks of individual departments, teams and workflows. With your 
organisation’s cyber security assessment in hand, you will find the security gaps. 
Reach out to TMC for a cyber security assessment.

IMPLEMENT SECURE PROCESSES AND POLICIES
 
Strategic security planning, robust processes and security policies are essential to 
keeping your business safe. A sound security architecture includes processes, people 
and tools. How you use technology to secure your business is just as important as 
which technology you use. After a cyber security assessment, we will propose an 
action plan to secure your business. TMC can also provide templates for processes 
and policies to keep your staff on the right track.

PREVENT CYBER SECURITY 
BREACHES
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Reach out today to find out more. 

Call: 1300 484 151 or Email  : sales@themigration.co
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BUILD A ZERO-TRUST NETWORK

The old paradigm of perimeter security is obsolete. In a zero-trust network, all appli-
cations are authenticated. Data is encrypted both at-rest and in-transit. A zero-trust 
network is designed to stay secure - even if the perimeter is breached. A zero-trust 
network is segmented with fine-grained, “need to know” controls. A breach in one part 
of the network is contained - restricted to a small part of the network. In perimeter 
security on the other hand, if the perimeter is breached, the whole network might be 
breached. Leverage TMC’s experience to build a zero-trust network in the cloud. 

PROTECT YOUR DATA

Identity and Access Management, antivirus, firewalls, 
encryption, VPNs and password managers are the 
tools of a sound security architecture. Enforce 
fine-grained, least privileged access with IAM. Secure 
and encrypt your data to prevent exfiltration.
Set up secure communication channels via VPN. 
Catch malicious software with antivirus. 
Block malicious connections with firewalls.
Start the conversation with TMC about implementing 
your security architecture.

EDUCATE YOUR EMPLOYEES
 
Social engineering, phishing and spear phishing are common methods for cyber 
criminals to get their foot in your door. Nearly half of Australian employees have put 
their employers at risk of online attacks. TMC’s practical cyber security training will 
strengthen your team against manipulation by criminals. We also run phishing simu-
lations to test your employees’ resistance to cyber criminals - employees who fail the 
test are automatically enrolled in additional training.
TMC’s cyber security awareness posters can maintain mindfulness of cyber risk. 
Engage TMC when you build your cyber-secure culture.


